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Penemue is a contemporary artist who champions the liberty movement and speaks on social issues unique to the
human condition within western culture. Poetic narrative and emotional expressions are universally built to express a
singular issue over all else. The human condition is primarily the main inspiration for and within the works of Penemue.
Penemue, Pursuit-Freedom Revelations delves into the human condition within America and the world. It addresses
several of this eras most dire social issues within governance. It is my vivid depiction of a creative vision in regards to
the nation today contrasted against what once was along with ominous warning signs of what might be. It creates
contrast and perspective in regards to the very definitions of liberty and true freedom. Maintaining ever eroding
freedom is difficult for Americans but also for the free or those striving to be free elsewhere in the world. Liberty
continuously escapes humanity. It is the angel that saves us in the most dire of hours and in the darkest of battles. It is
the element within the human spirit that will never be vanquished. It will never be silenced, never be controlled, never
be destroyed or eliminated. It is a force which is impossible to eradicate with hate or any other tool or device. Freedom
is the one and only true lasting legacy we can leave our children on this earth. In the name of the fallen and all those
who may still fall in the battle for our great cause of freedom and independence.
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